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MOVING IN
Please welcome to the 4th floor,
Progress Toronto, an organization that
advocates for a democratic, socially
just, and progressive city. Kaija Vogel,
a multi-disciplinary artist and designer
whose practice includes product,
experience, environmental and fashion
design, also moves onto the top
floor, along with communications and
marketing solutions company J Sutton
Communications.
Critical Distance Centre for Curators is
opening a gallery space on the first floor,
continuing their mission of advancing
curatorial inquiry and practice.
Artist Hugh Bisset joins the 401
community on the second floor, along
with fellow creative Jose Cifuentes
who is a Columbian artist and clothing
designer based in Toronto since 2016.

Full cover image of Alice Burton (left) talking to
Carol Cheong at the 2019 Holiday Open House.
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MOVING AROUND
Rainbow Railroad, an NFP that
helps LGTBQI+ people facing
persecution around the globe, is
expanding and will be occupying an
additional space on the 3rd floor.
Tangled Art + Disability moves next
door to their current studio into a larger
space for exhibition and program
administration. Myseum of Toronto
starts a new chapter relocating to a
public space with enhanced visibility in
401’s lower level concourse for their new
exhibition space.

MOVING ON
We bid a fond farewell to Prefix
Institute of Contemporary Art, Prefix
Photo Magazine and Director/
Editor Scott McLeod as they close
their first floor gallery after almost
20 years at 401. The 401 community
also wishes accomplished artist Paul
Fournier all the best as he moves on
from his 401 painting studio, leaving
the lasting impacts of his kind words of
encouragement and inspiration with all
that he connected with in the building.

Sign up for bi-monthly What’s On updates
to your inbox at www.401richmond.com.
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news
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MELODY MCKIVER

Clockwise from top left Murray Laufer’s
studio sale in October; Zoom screen shot
of Garden Dispatches with (clockwise
from top left) Tonia Di Riso, Soheilah
Esfahani and Sally Thurow; Tonia’s “Oma’s
Rhabarberkuchen” recipe

Left to right Emerging Digital Artists Aljumaine Gayle, Erin Konsmo, Katelyn Hawley, Olivia Dreisinger and Shonee

CAFÉ AND GALLERY
COLLABORATION

EMERGING DIGITAL
ARTIST AWARDS

The Red Head Gallery and The Roastery Coffee
House joined forces this past fall for a unique art and
food collaboration. The gallery’s September edition
of their Creative Series project Garden Dispatches
reported on the state of the springtime gardening
activities of members Soheila Esfahani, Sally Thurlow,
and Tonia Di Risio. During the pandemic the artists
virtually met in their respective gardens in Waterloo,
Whitby, and Oakville to talk about the growing season
and what was inspiring them to cook, steep, and
bake. The Roastery added Tonia Di Risio’s “Oma’s
Rhabarberkuchen” recipe to their menu for the
month of September.

Congratulations to the five winners of the 2021 Emerging
Digital Artists Award presented by Trinity Square Video
and EQ Bank: Aljumaine Gayle, Erin Konsmo, Katelyn
Hawley, Olivia Dreisinger and Shonee. Each artist
receives a $5,000 grand prize and one-year production
membership to Trinity Square Video.
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THE ARTIST, THE STUDIO,
THE RETROSPECTIVE
After the sad passing of acclaimed artist and set
designer Murray Laufer, an exhibition was mounted in
his studio with the works on view available for sale over
the last weekend in October.

spotted & applauded

CBC’S PODCAST PLAYLIST
FEATURES CANADALAND
Canadaland’s White Saviors podcast was
featured on CBC’s Podcast Playlist. White
Saviors looks at the inner workings of the
WE Organization, and how it blurred the
line between philanthropy and profit.

DONALD QUAN FEATURED ON
SCREEN COMPOSERS PODCAST
Adrian Ellis hosts his mentor and
internationally renowned composer
Donald Quan, for The Screen Composer’s
Studio, a podcast presented by the
Screen Composers Guild of America.

NEW MURAL FOR
YYZ LENDING LIBRARY
Inspired by childhood memories
of picking berries and swimming
on Manitoulin Island, Cedar
Eve–Anishinabae (Ojibway),
from Saugeen First Nation and
Wikwemikong Unceded Territory,
and born and raised in Toronto–
explores her worldview and
identity while also being inspired
by the idea of shapeshifters:
creatures on the border between
human and animal.

RED SKY ON APTN
APTN’s Crazy Like a Lynx
TV show hosts Don Kelly and
Dakota Ray Hebert visited
Red Sky Performance at 401,
and gave some dance moves
a try. Watch the episode
on APTN’s website
aptn.ca/crazylikealynx.
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tenant profile

Annie Koyama in her studio.

KOYAMA PRESS PROVIDES Studio 406
When Koyama Press joined the 401 community in
2014, it was a well established press, publishing early
and mid-career artists’ graphic novels, art books and
zines. Those who ran in the same circles knew about
the niche publisher and the respectable roster of artists
they had worked with since 2007. Few, however, knew
that Koyama Press had a cousin, Koyama Press
Provides, that had been quietly funding small projects
for the same amount of time. It wasn’t until Koyama
Press announced its impending closure in 2021, that
Koyama Provides raised their voice–just a bit–to draw
attention to the artists and projects they have funded,
including artists such as Roula Partheniou, Jon
Sasaki, Fiona Smyth, and Team Macho. How did
Koyama Press come to be? “Totally by accident,” claims
founder Annie Koyama.
Intending to pursue her plans to be a visual artist, a
younger Annie attended the University of Toronto for Fine
Arts, and soon realized that her strengths lay in technical
rather than creative avenues. Annie worked as a set
painter and made props for the National Ballet of
Canada and the Canadian Opera Company and did a
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wide variety of freelance jobs including illustration,
model-making and drafting.
Eventually, Annie took a stable job with the National
Film Board working on documentaries and feature films,
and eventually moving to commercials where she ran the
largest production company in North America. This last
stop on her corporate career ladder was lucrative but
demanding of her time and energy. Annie’s means to an
end was saving for a long travel sabbatical rather than
acquiring things. However, before Annie could book a
plane ticket, illness and debilitating migraines threw a
wrench in her plans. The chronic pain kept her at home
but allowed her to grow her travel nest egg by clever
investing in the stock market from her bed.
After repeatedly pushing her doctor to find the root
cause of her crippling headaches, she was eventually
sent to a neurologist. A series of tests came back to
confirm that Annie had a brain aneurysm dangerously
close to rupturing. She was encouraged to go home and
settle her affairs with a prognosis of a couple more months
at most before the aneurysm would take her life. Annie
relentlessly advocated for options, and eventually was

Clockwise from top left Book
covers of artists published by
Koyama Press including Team
Macho, June Mai, Trio Magnus
and Fiona Smyth.

referred to a surgeon for a very risky operation with a very
low survival rate. “I’d rather die on the operating table,
than standing in line at the grocery store,” Annie reflects.
She made the decision to go ahead with the operation.
A follow-up appointment a month after the surgery
confirmed it had been a success. “Being bossy could
save your life. It certainly saved my life. I know that
doesn’t come easy for a lot of people, but it’s a skill you
want to learn,” Annie shares. While the operation
eliminated the risk of the first aneurysm, doctors then
alerted Annie to a second, smaller aneurysm in an area
of the brain that could not be operated on. At that point,
Annie knew she was living on borrowed time and was
determined to make the most of it.
Moving forward with a need to prioritize her health,
Annie looked to re-direct her nest egg, originally
intended for travel, to a new purpose. At that time in
2007, at the start of the financial crisis as public arts
funding decreased, Annie saw a need and moved to fill it.
She started working with a few illustrators on projects
that resulted in a product they could sell that might then
propel them forward with funds for the next endeavour.
From there, Annie picked up the phone and began cold
calling creators to fund their projects, struggling to
convince artists that there were no strings attached to
the project grants, no applications, no reports, just cash
to make things happen.
Annie quietly continued to find projects to support
while Koyama Press picked up steam and gained
accolades. “Once I had a publishing company, I didn’t
want to compete with the books,” Annie explains. The

Above Adam East (left) and Jon Sasaki at Koyama Press.

boutique publishing house’s reputation of producing
projects by emerging artists whose stories deserve to
reach a larger audience than a zine might reach came off
the back of Annie’s efforts. “For many years, I just walked
around with my backpack to shops and convince them to
take my books,” she recalls. Entering the publishing
sector with no prior experience, Annie pushed her
projects without hesitation, something she knows is a
challenge for most of the artists she works with.
After 7 years building Koyama Press, Annie secured
a studio at 401 Richmond in 2014, joining the community
with many existing friends including partner retailers
Swipe Design | Books + Objects and Spacing Store.
As a tenant in 401, Koyama Press donated books to
fellow tenant not-for-profit organizations fundraisers, and
added a few titles to Studio 123 Learning Centre’s
library. Annie continued to work tirelessly at her 401
studio, announcing in 2018 that the publishing house
would wrap up it’s projects in 2021.
Earlier this year, Annie closed her studio on the
second floor and moved into a smaller space in another
wing of the building. With Koyama Press in the history
books, Annie has let Koyama Press Provides emerge
from the shadows and fund projects in the light of
day. Since January 2020, the Instagram account
@koyamaprovides has been flooded with stories of
artists and projects that have received hundreds or
thousands of dollars to help get their projects off the
ground. While the press is no longer running, Koyama
Press Provides continues to make an impression on the
lives and careers of deserving artists.
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listings

December 2021 to February 2022

The Listings Board is your opportunity to communicate
with other tenants and keep them informed about what is
happening in your organization. If you are having a sale,
exhibition, or event you would like advertised, email details
to events@urbanspace.org. Listings are open to all tenants.
DEADLINE FOR NEXT ISSUE: Thursday, January 15, 2022

GALLERY DIRECTORY
A Space Gallery (Studio 110)
416-979-9633 www.aspacegallery.org
Abbozzo Gallery (Studio 128)
416-260-2220 www.abbozzogallery.com
Artspace Platform (Studio B-106)
ryersonartspace@gmail.com
www.ryersonartspace.com
Critical Distance Centre for Curators (Studio 122)
info@criticaldistance.ca www.criticaldistance.ca
Gallery 44 Centre for Contemporary Photography (Studio 120)
416-979-3941 www.gallery44.org
Myseum of Toronto (Studio LL01)
416-583-2030 www.mysuemoftoronto.com
Open Studio (Studio 104)
416-504-8238 www.openstudio.ca
Red Head Gallery (Studio 115)
416-504-5654 www.redheadgallery.org
TAG (Tangled Art Gallery) (Studio 124)
647-725-5064 www.tangledarts.org
Trinity Square Video (Studio 121)
416-593-1332 www.trinitysquarevideo.com
Urbanspace Gallery (Studio 117)
416-595-5900 www.urbanspacegallery.ca
yumart Gallery (Studio B-20)
647-447-9274 www.yumart.ca
YYZ Artists’ Outlet (Studio 140)
416-598-4546 www.yyzartistsoutlet.org

EXHIBITIONS
continues to DECEMBER 4
Red Head Gallery
Jim Bourke: Together/Apart
continues to DECEMBER 18
Open Studio
Main Gallery
Michelle Forsyth: In this moment, there is no sound
Project Space
Rocky Dobey: Dark Age Ahead
Feature Wall
Lavinia Lindsay: Blind Spots
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continues to DECEMBER 11
Gallery 44
Main Space
Proof 27: Shirin Fathi, Shohreh Golazad, Karishma Pranjivan,
Xan Shian
Members’ Gallery
Steve Payne: Silver To December 11
A Space Gallery
Main Gallery
Sāmoan Hxstories, Screens and Intimacies: Louisa Afoa, DB
Amorin, Pelenakeke Brown, Talia Smith, Christopher Ulutupu,
Brian Fuata, Isi, Rosanna Raymond
continues to DECEMBER 31
Gallery 44
Vitrines
Delali Cofie: Taboo
A Space Gallery
Online
Studio Practices–Commissioned Artist Videos for the Online
Screen Space: Jim Miller, Jason Baerg, Carole Conde and Karl
Beveridge, Jorge Lozano, MORTIFIED (Jenn Goodwin and
Camilla Singh), Winnie Truong, Shaheer Zazai
Curated by Vicky Moufawad-Paul
continues to JANUARY 29
A Space Gallery
Windows
Matatag: Filipina Care Workers During COVID-19
continues to FEBRUARY 11
Gallery 44
Production Gallery
OUTREACH 2021 | Bloom
continues to SUMMER 2022
YYZ Artists’ Outlet
Lending Library Mural by Cedar Eve
DECEMBER 4–18
yumart gallery
9th Annual Holiday Salon
JANUARY 8–29
yumart gallery
Gallery Artists – Paperworks
JANUARY
401 Richmond Lobby
Steven K. Tucker: DesignTO Festival
Urbanspace Gallery
Linda Zhang: DesignTO Festival

Opposite page (clockwise from top): Louisa Afoa at
A Space Gallery in Sāmoan Hxstories until December 11;
Delila Cofie at Gallery 44 (Vitrines) until December 31;
yumart works on paper January 8 to 29; Michelle Forsyth
at Open Studio until December 18.
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press check

TAG’S SEAN LEE ON THE WALRUS TALKS
Tangled Art + Disability’s Director of Programming Sean Lee makes an appearance on
The Walrus Talks at Home: Reimagining Resilience, an online event discussing how resilience
on an individual level can be healthy and useful, but as a driver of policy may exacerbate
barriers facing equity-seeking communities.

VIBE ARTS ON BREAKFAST TELEVISION
The ShowLoveTO initiative took Breakfast Television to the Scarborough Museum
with a shout-out to programming at the museum by VIBE Arts.

REEL ASIAN STAFF ON VOTERS VIEWPOINT
Reel Asian’s Outreach Coordinator Sarah Barzak was included as the Executive Director
of Racialized Leaders on an edition of Voter’s Viewpoint on CTV News election coverage.
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MEEGAN LIM
Meegan Lim is an illustrator
and emerging arts facilitator
based in Brampton and
Toronto with a studio on 401’s
3rd floor. She is known for her
detailed illustrations focusing
on food and cultural identity,
and the vast stories that exist
within those intersections.
@meeganlim
www.meeganlim.com
Left Meegan Lim, Apple A Day,
2020, acrylic gouache on
watercolour
Below Details from Apple A Day
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